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Abstract: According to data‖ street to protection‖, in a especially populated united states of America like India, the use of vehicles are unexpectedly
increasing and on the same time human beings lose their lives due to accidents and bad emergency facilities. Hence, the cost of human life is
disregarded. These lives might have been stored if scientific facilities were supplied on the right time. This project proposes a gadget is based upon
IOT which may be installed in any vehicle on the street at a minimum fee, performing as a approach to the stated drawback. A vibration sensor is
used to experience the vibrations and tilt generated by using the vehicle whilst it meets with an coincidence. This digital output from the sensor is
used by the Arduino Uno controller, which is the coronary heart of the gadget, to trigger the GSM module to deliver an SMS to preprogramed
numbers inclusive of ambulance, police station, member of the family of the sufferer etc. Indicating that a coincidence has befell. The accident
region is provided via the worldwide positioning machine (GPS), which provides the range and longitude of the area, and with this facts a hyperlink
is sent in the SMS depicting the coincidence spot thru Google map Service Company.
Index Terms: GPS NEO 6M, GSMSIM900A , Arudino Uno, Vibrating sensor.
————————————————————

I. INTRODUCTION

II. PREVIOUS WORK

Today, the advanced universe of science and innovation,
Transportation framework is an essential piece of living.
Having this with us gives us the vibe of the generally
mingled animals on the planet. Vehicles assume a crucial
part in our day by day life yet like each other thing, with a
few positives there are negatives as well. Street
mischances are there all danger to human lives. Speed is
the key factor in charge of a significant number of the
incidents. PDA based mischance identification and warning
Framework will song the mishap with assistance of
despatched effect sensors, will system the records through
microcontroller unit and with a Smartphone utility GPS,
GSM it will ship a observe to the nearest crisis blessings
and to the casualty's familySpeed is a champion among the
hugest reasons for a mischance. These days, GPS
beneficiary has turned into a vital piece of a vehicle. Other
than utilizing as a part of different purposes, the GPS can
likewise screen the speed and Distinguish a mishap. It can
utilize an extremely modest and well known GSM modem to
send the mischance area to the Alert Service Center. It can
send the last speed before mishap which willSurveys the
seriousness of the mishap and can start a voice call.
Adjacent to the programmed recognition framework, the
vehicle inhabitant will have the capacity to physically send
the mishap circumstance by squeezing the Manual
Detection Switch. Hence, the proposed framework can
serve the mankind by an awesome arrangement as human
life is important a GPS vehicle following and administration
framework that gives numerous universal administrations
whenever And anyplace. The framework enables
individuals to track down their vehicles position, speed,
stops, and developments. The checking process
incorporates setting speed and geological limits, getting
history reports of the vehicle`s developments or ongoing
following. It can be utilized to avert auto robbery by joining
the gadget with the auto alert and furthermore acquiring a
guide containing the auto area if the auto is believed to be
stolen. Following vehicles in our framework uses an
extensive
variety
of
new
advancements
and
correspondence systems counting GPRS, GSM, the
Internet, and GPS. For future work, more administrations
could be added to the portable application and furthermore
the graphical client interface could be moved forward.

The Previous work system is to deal with this issue is the
Internet of Things based vehicle monitoring system. This
present project proposes a quite green clever phone based
coincidence detection and notification system to be able to
song the coincidence with the help of deployed piezoelectric
sensor. The above system uses piezoelectric sensor to
detect the occurrence of the accident. The GPS and GSM
modules are used to detect latitude and longitudinal position
of a vehicle and to alert via a text message to the pre saved
mobile number in EEPROM. The ARM controller is used for
saving the cell variety within the EEPROM and sends the
message to it while an accident has been detected. The
main drawback of this system is that the alert message is
sent only to the pre saved mobile number. The pre saved
mobile number may not be active. There is a possibility that
the message received by the pre saved mobile may be
ignored due to human errors. There happens a
postponement before the save Vehicle is cautioned once
the message with respect to the accident is received
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Fig 1: Architecture of existing system

III. NEW METHODOLOGY
In the proposed system we have upgraded to share the
exact latitude and longitude of the victims vehicle using
GPS and GSM module to alert via a Google map link
[Location sharing system] to nearby hospital[6][3]. In the
existing system we could share the alert message only to a
pre-saved mobile number whereas in the proposed system
we can share to the nearby hospitals based on distance
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priority. The above system uses Impact sensor to detect the
occurrence of the accident. The main advantage in
proposed model is to share current location of victim vehicle
quickly. This system is designed to share the location of
victim vehicle to nearby hospitals. Another advantages in
this system is to share location based on DISTANCE
priority.
Example:

Locality – Vadapalani
1.SIIMS hospital
: 500M.
2.Meenatchi hospital : 900M.
3. Cauvery hospital : 1KM

Fig 2: working flow of the system

IV. METHODOLOGY
In our proposed device specifically consists of GPS NEO
6M(Global Positioning System)[3],GSM SIM900A(Global
System For Mobile Communication)[2][3],Arduino Uno
[7],Vibrating sensor. In this the fully design is embedded
as a chip[3] and inbuilt in the car battery so when user start
the car the chip will also start working automatically .while it
start working the GPS will fetch all the location will travelling
in the car. Now when the car suddenly meet with an accident
and when it reaches above the range of sensor then the
vibrating sensor will switch on and the GPS will start fetching
the current location of longitude and latitude of the accident
zone. when the GPS start fetching the location and then find
the nearby hospital based upon the distance priority where
the database of all the hospitals will stored in Arduino board
and the GSM will helps to send the message of the accident
location along with latitude and longitude location as a
google map link to the nearby hospital.

V. HARDWARE EQUIPMENT
A. GPS NEO 6M (Global Positioning System)
The System (GPS Global Positioning) is a area age
navigational device which can pinpoint your function
anywhere at the globe, typically within a few yards or
meters. GPS makes use of a constellation of 24 satellites in
particular orbits approximately 12,000 miles above the
earth. Then locking onto signal from minimal 3 one-of-akind satellites, GPS can calculate a latitude and longitude
and track movement. With 4 or more satellites in view, the
receiver can decide the consumer's range, longitude and
altitude. The NEO-6M G module is a well-appearing
complete GPS receiver with a built-in 25 x 25 x 4mm
ceramic antenna, which offers a strong satellite for pc seek
capability. With the energy and signal indicators, you may
display the popularity of the module. Thanks to the
information backup battery, the module can keep the
information when the primary strength is close down by
chance. Its 3mm mounting holes can ensure smooth
assembly on your plane, which as a result can fly step by
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step at a fixed role, go back to Home robotically, and
automatic waypoint flying, etc. Or you can apply it in your
smart robot car for automatic returning or heading to a
positive vacation spot, making it a real "clever" bot!
B. GSM SIM 900 (Global System For Mobile
Communication)
GSM is worldwide device for cellular communication and
used to send message to pre-programmed quantity. The
modulation technique used is GSMK.
The essential
objective of this utility is each time accident occurs it'll send
message and role of automobile which is accessed the
usage of GPS to preprogrammed variety. This is an ultra
compact and dependable wi-fi module. The SIM900A is a
entire Dual-band GSM/GPRS[2] answer in a SMT module
which can be embedded inside the purchaser packages
permitting you to gain from small dimensions and feepowerful solutions. Featuring an industry-general interface,
the SIM900A supplies GSM/GPRS[2] 900/1800MHz overall
performance for voice, SMS, Data, and Fax in a small
shape aspect and with low electricity consumption. With a
tiny configuration of 24mm x 24mm x 3 mm, SIM900A can
in shape almost all of the area necessities on your
applications, especially for slim and compact demand of
design.
C. Arduino Uno
Arduino Uno is a microcontroller board based totally at the
ATmega328. Arduino is an open-supply, prototyping
platform and its simplicity makes it perfect for hobbyists to
apply in addition to experts. The Arduino Uno has 14 digital
enter/output pins (of which 6 may be used as PWM outputs),
6 analog inputs, a sixteen MHz crystal oscillator, a USB
connection, a electricity jack, an ICSP header, and a reset
button. It incorporates the whole thing needed to support the
microcontroller; honestly connect it to a laptop with a USB
cable or strength it with a AC-to-DC adapter or battery to get
began. The Arduino Uno differs from all previous forums in
that it does not use the FTDI USB-to-serial driving force
chip. Instead, it functions the Atmega8U2 microcontroller
chip programmed as a USB-to-serial converter. "Uno" way
one in Italian and is named to mark the approaching release
of Arduino 1.Zero.
D. Vibrating Senso
Vibration sensor is used at the start as vibration switch
because of its high sensitivity; it's far sensitive to
environment vibration, and generally used to hit upon the
ambient vibration strength. When module did now not attain
the brink in surprise or vibration power, DO port output gets
excessive degree and while outside vibration strength
exceeds the edge, D0 port output receives low degree.
Small digital output D0 can be immediately related to the
microcontroller, for the microcontroller to discover low stage,
thereby to hit upon the ambient vibration. Small virtual output
DO can immediately pressure the relay module, which may
be composed of a vibration transfer.
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Fig 3: Flow Diagram of the System

VI. RESULT AND VALIDATION
At the final result the GPS[3] will to find the location of
accident and the fetch the nearest hospital where
Arduino uno contains the copyrights of the hospitals and
GSM will help to sent the msg as a google map link to
nerarest hospital based upon the distance priorty.

the
the
the
the

Fig 4: GPS starts fetching the location of the vehicle
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check the system‘s reliability numerous times and in most of
the cases the results obtained were quite accurate. A
current review says that around 137K individuals were killed
in vehicle accident in 2013[5].There is one demise at
regular intervals because of vehicle accident mischances in
india. Tamilnadu is the state with the greatest number of
vehicle accident. Hence this device can become a boon in
Transportation systems as this can bring down the mortality
rate in turn effectively. Government can make this device as
a mandatory safety measure to be obtain by every vehicle
manufactures which will solve this problem more efficiently.
The device acts like a enhancement to the vehicle‘s
capability and makes the user more secured in today‘s
scenario which is full of increasing death rate in road
accidents caused due to lack of immediate medical help on
the spot of the accident. In spite of the fact that keeping
each mischance isn't possible, we can decrease the
quantity of individuals being murdered. By using our
technique, accidents will be detected immediately with
severity level and will be intimated to authorities without any
delay. Our technique could go about as a lifeline after a
sudden vehicle accident via naturally alarming and sharing
the present area of the vehicle accident to the near by
hospitals.
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Fig 5: GSM Sends message as a google link format

VII. CONCULSION
The cost of developing this device is low as different
modules like Bluetooth, PS[3] Module are already available
in the vehicle so it can be said that as far as the power
consumption and money saving aspects are considered it is
in turn a low power consuming and a much cost effective
device which in turn has no negative effect on the vehicle's
performance and is easily deployable in it. We tried to
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